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Just a final reminder.   If you intend to renew your 
MWA membership subscription, please do it right 
away.  Remember that your MWA subscription. 
includes your AWGB subscription, so don’t pay that 
direct to AWGB. If you do not intend to renew, a note 
to the Treasurer saying so would be appreciated.

We are still awaiting news of various shows and 
exhibitions to which we may be invited during the 
year, but one fixture which we do know about is our  
own one day Seminar in May .  More details 
elsewhere this newsletter.

If you  attended the January meeting, you cannot 
have failed to notice the new gantry over the lathe. 
This is the brain child of Chairman Tony Champion, 
who has put much time and effort into designing 
and constructing it.  It carries lighting and additional 
cameras which will give us all a better view on the 
big screen of what is going on at the lathe.  The 
gantry was on its first trial in January.  It gave  
creditable first performance, and some fine tuning 
will ensure that it gives of its best.   When it is fully 
set up, everybody in our large audiences will be 
able to see the detail of what is happening.  Our 
thanks are due to Tony for the time he has put in, 
and the work he has done on our behalf.

Alan

MWA Diary. 
March 11th  David Springett.   David Springett  has an 
international reputation for making lace bobbins.  In more 
recent years he has moved into turning projects which are 
the province of ornamental turners, and also into puzzles
and games, and some highly complex geometrical forms.   
His books and videos are well worth looking at.  (They 
may be borrowed from the MWA Library.).



January Meeting   

The demonstrator 
in January was 
Jeff Rayner.  Jeff 
is a newcomer to 
our list of 
demonstrators, 
and as it turned 
out Jeff was a 
newcomer to 
demonstrating 
too.  His topic 
was turning 
square bowls. He 
had prepared 
square blanks by 

accurately centring and attaching faceplate rings.  
Turning began with the back of the bowl .Sharp 
tools and a fairly high lathe speed minimised 
break out at  the edges of  the bowl .  The first 
step was to turn a chucking spigot. Jeff used a 
long grind bowl gouge for much of the work,  
but used a scraper as well to improve the finish.   
A good finish from the tool was required, 
because sanding a square bowl under power is 
not advisable, and the corners should be 
finished by hand with the lathe stopped. The 
bowl was to have folded back corners. After the 
back was 
sanded, the 
faceplate ring 
was removed, 
and the blank 
remounted on 
the spigot.  
Turning out the 
inside of  the 
bowl was done 
in the usual 
manner.  Care 
had to be taken 
to maintain an 
even wall 
thickness. Jeff was emphatic that the thickness 

at the corners must be maintained, as it is very 
easy to lose the thickness here.  He produced a 
good finish from the tools, using a scraper  in 
somewhat unconventional ways.  Power sanding 
could be done on the middle part of the bowl, 
but the wings at the corners were done by hand.  
It only remained to sand the edges, and the bowl 
was ready for finishing.  The spigot could be 
modified in shape as a foot, or removed 
altogether.  Jeff 
showed how he 
would drive the 
bowl  between a 
“dolly” in the 
chuck and a 
revolving centre. 
The dolly was 
made from scrap 
of wood, turned 
to match the 
curvature of the 
inside of the 
bowl. A pad of foam rubber or folded paper 
improves the drive and minimise damage to the 
bowl.  Small sharp tools are the rule if slipping 
is to be avoided.  The last tiny spigot was 
removed off the lathe, and hand sanding 
completed the job.

Jeff had another blank prepared, and he used 
this to turn another square bowl of simpler 
design. The stages were as before, without  the 
complication of turned back corners.  Jeff 
interspersed his turning with useful comments 
and tips on sharpening and tool use, while Tony 
Champion’s new gantry enabled us to see 
alternative views of what was going on.  There 
was some time to spare, so with some 
prompting from Stuart King, and oddments of 
timber, Jeff completed his evening by making 
and egg cup and a matching egg.   We learned 
more about square bowl turning, and Jeff 
learned quite a lot about  the art of 
demonstrating. For a first time demonstration, 
Jeff did well, and showed little sign of the 
nervousness he must have been feeling. 

Safety Matters.   
Use safety goggles to look after your eyes.   Use a dust mask or better still, a powered helmet to 
look after your airways and lungs.   Don’t wear loose clothing gloves, or jewellery which can 
become tangled in the chuck or work.   Always check that the lathe is set for the correct speed 
for the job. This is specially important if you are lucky enough to have a variable speed lathe. 
Rotate the lathe by hand before turning on the motor. Keep your tools sharp. A blunt tool is a 
dangerous tool.  Ensure that the work piece is securely mounted in the lathe.  Do not use tools 
for purposes for which they were not designed.  Avoid excessive overhang of tools on the tool 
rest.Above all use common sense.    Happy and safe turning!
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  For your Diary

Christmas Party
The Christmas meeting was an opportunity to gather, chat, sample the Bring & Buy table and 
enjoy the Buffet. Mince pies were provided by Mary, and there was a choice of coffee. tea, or 
soft drinks, while the downstairs Bar ws open to all.  Apart from all that, the focus of the evening 
was a “Ready Steady Turn” competition. Two lathes were set up, with tools provided for those 

who had not brought their own,  and 
competitors were challenged to turn 
a bud vase from timber supplied in 
ten minutes flat.   All very easy you 
might think, but as always when the 
heat is on, things happen. There were 
dig-ins (digs-in?) and unexpected 
parting off to be seen, and some 

disappointed turners.  In the end, super turner Stuart King not only 
completed his vase, but decorated it as well, easily winning the 
competition. He had been practising - he had won a similar 
competition at  the Axminster Show, but that should not detract from 
his superior turning skills on this occasion.

The Competition Table was of course 
part of the evening.  Judging was by 
Mike Collas and Peter Phelps, and the 
results were to hand quickly enough to 
enable the scores for the year to be 
added up.  After the turning competition,  the Shield for Turner of 
the Year was awarded, with commendation for the runner up. 
(Apologies - Names in next Newsletter, I hope. ed)

Altegether, the Christmas Party was a great success. We all 
departed glowing with goodwill, leaving almost no uneaten food 
or unconsumed drink.  Here’s to the next one!
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For the April Workshop Evening, we shall be exploring the decoration of the rim of a platter. 
Methods included will be piercing, pyrography and colouring, either alone or in any combination.   
This is a “hands on” evening, so we are inviting members to prepare in advance a small platter, 
diameter 6 inches max.  Suitable wood will be provided. The platter should be fully sanded, but 
not otherwise finished. Equipment for piercing and pyrography will be provided in April, and 
members are invited to bring along their own equipment if they have it, including colouring 
material.

Hillingdon Arts Association is preparing a major exhibition in the Great Barn in Ruislip 
during the week beginning 28th May this year. MWA has been offered a pitch. We are hoping to 
take up the offer.  Space will be limited, but items on show may be sold subject to a commission 
charge.  We also have to pay for the pitch.  Only “Gallery” standard items will be acceptable, 
with absolutely  no “craft fair” stuff.  If you have suitable high quality items to offer, please 
contact Ralph Pooley as soon as possible.

Well known supplier Isaac Lord is hosting a presentation by Record, on 18th March  2010 
commencing at 7.00 pm.  Refreshments will be provided.  We need to make up a party to attend 
this event which will be for MWA  members only.  Please speak to Tony Champion as soon as 
possible if you would like to be included.  



Gallery

Remember, The newsletter is published in full colour on our web site.
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